The paper presents two designs of combined prismatic-parabola-cylindrical stationary concentrators. They reach 8.4X and 10.4X concentration levels for nonsymmetrical and symmetrical concentrators correspondingly and can be used with solar cells for electricity and heat generation. 
1.
Introduction.
The first stationary concentrator designed from two parabolic reflective surfaces is well known Winston's CPC concentrator [1] . The major feature of the design is the concentrator can focus the incoming radiance in the range of angles lying within the parametric angle α so that it can work without tracking systems. It can be seen that the stationary module design produces cheaper energy than the tracking one [2] .The minus of this type of concentrators is highly non-uniform energy distribution along the focal area [3] that makes it hardly used with or without tracking for the direct solar energy conversion to electricity. However, it is good for thermal applications in heating systems [4, 5] . As the variants, asymmetric CPC designs [3, 6] and the half of this concentrator design with combined reflective surface [7] that can be used for thermal applications and also for electric conversion with placing bi-facial solar cells in its focal area. Another type of stationary concentrators is a prismatic concentrator. It has triangle [8] or V-shaped prism [9] to catch the incident radiation and guide it toward the exit-area where solar cells can be optically connected to. The parametric angle of the concentrator depends on the angle in the vertices of the triangle prism. Because of multiple reflections in prisms, these concentrators have close-to-uniform energy distribution along the focal area [10] that makes them much more favorable to use with solar cells. However, they have higher energy looses than the first type because of Fresnel reflection and transmission of the radiation inside the prism.
To make the concentrators stationary, their parametric angles should be taken in 30-32 degrees to be able to catch radiance in the day span during the entire year. In this case the geometric concentration levels for both of these types of concentrators do not exceed 2.5X for symmetric concentrators and 3.5X for the half-design. This paper is devoted to the research on the stationary concentrators designed with using combinations of the reflective surfaces with the prismatic elements to reach higher concentration and uniformity of radiation than in both of separate types of concentrators.
The combined concentrator design
The new stationary concentrators share the similar reflective surface design as the concentrators from introduction. Their main feature is the usage of a triangle prismatic receiver placed in the area where the parabolic mirrors concentrate solar radiation. The prism serves both as an additional concentrator and as a light guide for radiation toward a solar cell. It is made from the transparent material (e.g. glass or plexiglass) with the refraction coefficient is equal to n=1.49 and above. To guarantee that the prism catches all incident rays, the angle in the vertices opposite to a solar cell is equal to the full inner reflective angle for the material: 42 degrees for n=1.49.
The nonsymmetrical stationary concentrator
The concentrator design is presented on the Fig.1 (a) . It has combined parabola-cylindrical reflective surface with two focuses in the opposite vertices of the front edge of the triangle prism. F 1 is the focus for the inner cylindrical and parabolic reflector, and F 2 is the focus for the outer parabolic reflector. For α=60 degrees, the geometric concentration is equal to 8.4X. The change in the maximal concentration depending on the inclination angle α is presented on the Fig.1 (b) .
The symmetrical stationary concentrator
The concentrator design is presented on the Fig.2 (a) . It concentrates radiation on the bi-facial solar sell, placed in the prism body. The combined parabola-cylindrical CPC-like reflective surfaces have two focuses in the opposite vertices of the front edge of the triangle prism. F 1 and F 2 serve as focuses for both opposite inner cylindrical and parabolic and outer parabolic reflectors. That gives 10.4X concentration on bi-facial solar cell (5.2X on each side of the cell) for the parametric angle equals to α=30 degrees. The change in the concentration depending on the parametric angle α is presented on the Fig.2 (b) .
3.
Conclusion.
The presented combined stationary concentrators have larger concentrations and better distributions of the concentrated radiation on the output surfaces then the only reflective or prismatic analogs. The nonsymmetrical design can be used with the single-facial solar cells that allow using passive cooling systems in PV modules with it.
The symmetrical design is used with the bi-facial solar cells so the active cooling / heat removing system should be used in this case. That allows developing combined modules to generate both electricity and heat or just using this concentrator for heating applications where a triangle shaped glass pipe filled with a cooling liquid (e.g. silicon oil) is served as a prism.
